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Our Vision 

Our Mission 

Values 

Individuals affected by spinal cord injury have the opportunity to improve quality of life in an inclusive  
community that recognises their capacity and rights

We enable individuals affected by spinal cord injury to attain maximum independence through best practice 
services, our contribution to an inclusive community and by supporting those who support them 

• Integrity – We act fairly, honestly, openly
• Respect – We respect people’s lived experience, the choices they make, the aspirations they hold
• Excellence – We care about the quality and effectiveness of what we do  
• Trust – We know how vital trust is in all our relationships
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Chairman & CEO’s Report
It is with great pleasure that we present our Annual 
Report for 2015, in which we highlight many of  
the initiatives and achievements from the year.  
The year has been characterised by two major  
strategic priorities: ensuring we are ready to realise 
the opportunities presented by the National Disability 
Insurance Scheme (NDIS), and re-imagining our  
commitment to the Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) community  
in a way that channels our resources and networks to 
create a richer, more integrative model of support.

At the time of writing, the full rollout of the NDIS is 
imminent. This reform holds the prospect of improving  
access to funded supports for many individuals in our 
community, and is of such a scale that it will change 
the way we think about, practice and organise  
supports. For these reasons, NDIS-readiness has been 
a key strategic and operational priority throughout 
2015. As a registered provider AQA Qualcare has 
continued to deliver services to participants in the 
Barwon trial site giving us some useful experience of 
the NDIS and its business systems. Our staff have 
participated in various forums where learnings from 
the NDIS trial sites have been shared by providers, 
participants and the Agency. We have commenced 
providing NDIS information sessions to our staff,  
our clients and our community.   

Our second major strategic priority has been a  
review of AQA’s connection to the SCI community.  
Our expanded model reimagines this connection  
beyond simply being a contractor to government,  
to re-energise our mission, the commitment and  
creativity of the SCI community and our diverse  
networks to create opportunities that this wider  
community can bring to support people with SCI  
and to strengthen community life.

During the year we launched Spire. Spire represents  
a resource and support network signalling our  
approach to unlocking resources be they contained in 
people’s personal lived experience, or locked in  
organisations and restricted to particular phases of 
care. Spire deliberately omits any geographical  
reference, signalling our intention to connect with 
useful resources wherever they are located and as 
such Spire now has contacts in Singapore, Scotland, 
Canada and New Zealand sharing resources and  
contributing content. You will also see that Spire is 
about Life with SCI, not SCI as if it was all there was 
to life. We look forward to developing supports and  
resources that resonate with people across the life 
span. Already Spire has partnered with two new  
Community Networks in Ballarat and Bendigo, we 
continue to develop our approach to peer support in 
SCI rehabilitation and community integration with the 
Spinal Community Integration Service and we have 
commenced a pathways to employment project to 
develop peer facilitated supports to improve  
employment outcomes after SCI.  
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AQA Qualcare continues to support people’s  
independence, participation and quality of life via  
personal care services delivered by our community 
based staff in client homes across Victoria. Part of  
this service is our respite program to support  
family and friends who are themselves supporting 
loved ones with disability. During National Carers’ 
week the Qualcare team held a number of events to 
acknowledge the role of unpaid carers; those family 
and friends who have never sought special recognition 
for the contribution they make, but where a lot hangs 
together as a result of their love, support and ongoing 
efforts. Carer’s week provided an opportunity to pause 
and recognise this significant contribution. 

Underpinning this activity we are pleased to report 
a solid financial result for the Association, itself the 
result of careful management of costs and working 
with service users and funders to manage accounts. 
This is extremely important as we head into a period 
of transition where services previously funded via the 
Victorian Government shift to the NDIA. 

We would finally like to thank the people of AQA, our 
staff in the Community and the Office, our network 
of volunteers, Committee members and Directors. 
Our strategic plan recognises that every outcome we 
achieve relies on our people and we thank them all 
for their ongoing contribution to AQA’s mission.  

Peter Trethewey
Chief Executive Officer

Colin Daws
Deputy Chairman
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Funding bodies:
AQA acknowledges the support of the following  
funding bodies:

Victorian Government – individual support packages 
to people with disabilities

Department of Social Services (DSS) – Australian  
Disability Enterprise - supported employment for 
people with disabilities

Transport Accident Commission (TAC) – individual 
support packages for the delivery of personal care & 
community access support to people with disabilities

Department of Health and Human Services (Tasmania)  
– information & referral services to people with spinal 
cord injury 

Department of Health (DH) – peer support services  

National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) –  
individual support packages for the delivery of  
personal care & community access support to people 
with disabilities

Industry & Project 
Associates:
Austin Health - Victorian Spinal Cord Service 
Alfred Health - Caulfield General Medical Centre

Transport Accident Commission (TAC)
Institute for Safety, Compensation and Recovery  
Research (ISCRR)
National Trauma Research Institute (NTRI)
Australian Spinal Injury Alliance
Independence Australia
Spinal Cord Injuries Australia (NSW)
Spinal Injuries Australia (QLD)
Paraquad SA
Paraquad Tasmania
Spine & Limb Foundation WA
Spinal Cord Injury Network (SCIN)

Legal Services:
Clayton Utz 
Norton Rose Fulbright

Our Partners
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Four years ago my life was well under control and 
heading in a good direction with three wonderful  
children and a marvellous husband who provided for 
me. I was also a practice nurse at a Doctors’ surgery. 
I had a family and a career that I loved. Then one day 
in 2011 I was involved in a car accident that changed 
my life dramatically. 

The spinal cord injury I received in the accident  
required surgery involving the C3, C4 and C5  
vertebrae of my spine. I was eventually re-located to 
the Caulfield Rehabilitation Hospital to start the long 
and often gruelling physiotherapy treatment. A major 
infection at this time saw me returned to the Alfred 
Hospital to undergo more surgery.  I spent a total of 
six months in hospital after my accident.

At Caulfield Hospital I met volunteers from the AQA 
peer support team. They came to the hospital on a 
regular basis where they shared their stories and gave 
me support. They made me feel like I wasn’t alone 
on this journey.  Emotionally, I was struggling, but the 
peer support team guided me on my new journey, 
answered my questions and listened to me when I 
just needed to talk.  

After discharge from hospital, life at home was taken 
over by physiotherapy, occupational therapist  
assessments, specialist appointments and doctor’s 
appointments. The only person I didn’t have to make 
an appointment to see was my husband! My life was 
occupied with people advising me about the changes 
I had to make as a result of my spinal cord injury, 

including the challenges to  
my mobility. It was not  
just me making the  
adjustments, but my family 
as well. Their privacy was 
invaded and the family 
home had to have some 
serious modifications. I felt 
I had no time for what I 
wanted to do.

In January 2015, I  
responded to an email 
about Spire and attended  
one of their Regional network meetings with other 
people who had spinal cord injury. I have continued 
to attend the Spire regional network group meetings 
and events in Ballarat, and have moved forward in  
a positive direction ever since. I’ve made new  
friends and it’s nice to know there is a group who  
understands where you are coming from and what 
you are going through. 

I also joined the Spire team in the July 2015 Run 
Melbourne event and although it was so, so cold on 
the day, we had fun and achieved our goal of running 
the race and raising funds to support AQA and people 
with spinal cord injury by Pushing4Spire.

The Spire group meets each month and it has 
changed my outlook on living with a spinal cord  
injury. It’s also nice to help others and to share our 
life’s journey. - Julie Duffy

It Will Never Happen to Me
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Overall Service Rating Comparison Over 3 Years
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Support Options

Supporting Individual Choices 
& NDIS Ready 
Qualcare has provided services to people with a  
disability, injury or illness for over twenty years  
establishing a reputation for high quality, individualised  
and flexible supports. As a Service Provider in the 
Barwon trial of the National Disability Insurance 
Scheme we have seen some great outcomes for 
people and are well positioned for the nationwide 
rollout in 2016.

Qualcare is:
•  Registered with NDIA as a provider
•  Providing Services in the Barwon trial site
•  Ready to take referrals state wide now
•  NDIS Ready

Quality Services 
In 2014/15 our Nurse Trainer has provided a new 
induction program to our Disability Support Workers 
(DSW) including level 2 First Aid, Human Rights, 
Manual Handling & Bowel and Urinary Care. 
Additionally we are able to provide training to DSW 

teams to meet the individual needs of people with 
specific requirements such as ventilator care and 
working with people with Acquired Brain Injuries. 
Our DSWs are well prepared to carry out the work 
required of them.

Asking our Clients What’s  
Important – 2014/15 
Our Qualcare team places great importance on  
feedback from all stakeholders because it enables us 
to continuously improve our services.  We thank those 
clients who took the opportunity to participate in the 
2014/15 Client Satisfaction Survey that revealed our 
best ever results in the areas of Direct Support and 
Service Coordination.
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Primary and Secondary Disability Types

Client Length of Time with Qualcare
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Supporting Broader Issues of  
People Living with a Disability 
Contact with our clients often reveals those broader 
issues experienced by people living with disability  
beyond our direct service relationship.  Service  
coordinators assist clients with information and  
referrals where needs are outside the parameters of 
the Qualcare service.  
Several activities held throughout the year have  
supported our clients and their quality of life:

•  Fundraising and activities during National Carers 
Weeks in support of Unpaid Carers

•  Participating in the 2015 MS Walkathon in support 
of Clients, Family and Friends with MS

•  Submissions for funding for specific needs of  
individuals such as equipment

Across 2014 / 2015 our DSWs have delivered a total 
of 235,000 hours of service to some 220 clients.  
In the last quarter of the year our client numbers had 
risen to 243.

A profile of the types of disabilities our service users 
have is shown in the table opposite

Client choice and quality services are priorities for 
people when considering a service provider.  
We are proud to report that we continue to maintain 
long term relationships with clients receiving  
Qualcare services.
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•  25% of Qualcare clients have received services for 
10 years or more

•  30% of Qualcare clients have received services for 
5 to 9 years

•  35% of Qualcare clients have received services for 
1 to 4 years

•  10%of Qualcare clients have received services for 
less than one year

Recognising Our Staff
This year two individual staff and one team were 
nominated for a Victorian Disability Sector Award. 
Fay Barnes was a finalist in the Category, ‘Promoting 
Health and Well Being’ for her part in supporting a 
critically ill person  reach hospital in time to receive 
assistance, and subsequently for her calm approach 
in contacting client’s family and other staff.  Fay and 
other Qualcare staff attended the Award ceremony at 
Zinc in Federation Square in July.

Each November we hold the AQA staff recognition 
event to acknowledge the contributions of all AQA  
employees including our Qualcare Disability  
Support Workers.

This year in August we held our first event in  
Wangaratta to acknowledge all DSW’s living and 
working in surrounding areas including those staff 
nominated for Victorian Disability Sector Awards.  
Staff were presented with certificates of Excellence  
in supporting an individual in the community and 
length of service awards.
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A Fresh Approach to Peer 
Facilitated Supports 
Spire was launched in 2015 to signal our new  
approach to peer-facilitated supports and resources 
for people with spinal cord injury (SCI). Spire is about 
supporting people to connect; network, contribute, 
participate and build community around the issues  
of LIFE with SCI.

Spire has its beginnings in the information and peer 
support service at AQA. Our aim is to continue to  
offer resources that will aid people to tackle the  
challenges of life with SCI, help connect people with 
each other, share personal experiences and assist 
people to frame - and achieve – their personal goals 
in life.

Spire brings to the community the perspective of 
those with lived experience of SCI; everything we 
do and say is informed, resourced and facilitated 
by people with lived experience of SCI and what is 
important to them.

Information
Facebook has been gathering momentum since we 
launched in 2015 having now crossed the 500 likes 
milestone. Our regular weekly post now reach over 
500 and often 1000 people.

The Spire website was launched in April 2015 with 
some good early uptake and feedback. One of the 
features of the website is a community blog which 
posts articles written by guest bloggers from the SCI 
community. This is steadily gathering momentum  
with blog posts written by a diverse group of people  
including those living in regional Victoria and overseas.  
Articles cover a diverse range of topics of interest from 
adventure & travel, health & fitness, to a touch of 
black humour.

Community Education
Discovering the Power of Me
DPM brings together aspects of positive psychology 
used in sports psychology presented and facilitated by 
people with SCI. DPM helps build hope, resilience, 
and self-efficacy in people with disabilities and their 
families in order to re-assert control over their lives by:

•  Creating a positive mindset 
•  Finding creative solutions and possibilities
•  Building a future of hope and resiliency
•  Creating a new vision of independence for the future

The DPM program has now been introduced into the 
Regional Network program and is being used for the 
additional purpose of team building.
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Ongoing evaluation of the program includes  
feedback like:

•  I like the way it used scientific principles and  
research to show - in simple terms -how the thinking  
process works in the mind and brain, and how 
knowing this we could control our own personal 
outcomes towards a better life for ourselves. 

•  The course is very useful to be more aware about 
our inner health. Learn how important it is to be in 
control of our thoughts, health, and happiness.  
As I mentioned to you, I am more than happy to 
help or work as volunteer to spread this excellent 
information to many members that for sure would 
find it powerful and useful, as I did. It would be 
wonderful to have the goal to give this information  
and experience to all AQA’s members. NOTE: - 
Thank you very much. We must do this kind of 
seminar more often. - Happy to help in the future 
as a volunteer.

•  Good to be reminded how powerful your thoughts 
can be and that positive thinking can make  
a difference. 

•  I haven’t fully digested all the information yet, but 
I feel that having the ability to think beyond the 
square about solving personal “difficulties” is going 
to be very helpful. 

Community Engagement
Spire staff continue to present to a wide variety of 
organisations and groups including the Sport  
Psychology course class at LaTrobe University and the 

Youth Engagement Program that aims to challenge 
students at Xavier, Genazzano, and other high schools 
in the Kew/Balwyn area to ‘push past your perceived 
limitations’ 

Peer Support and Mentoring
Community Networks
As part of engaging our community in their  
Community, Spire commenced the first Community 
Network in Ballarat following a process of testing  
interest and identifying participants. 

The Ballarat Network met in January, February and 
March 2015 where there was a lot of energy and 
enthusiasm to move forward with the group.  
The network took part in DPM workshops over a 3 
week period using the process to assist set an agenda 
for the Group. 

Several people from this network have shown an 
interest in volunteering their time to support other 
projects ie: Regional Networks, Blogging, DPM, Run 
Melbourne event, etc. The group has been quickly 
gathering momentum, following up with regular  
meetings each month. One of the members joined 
Team AQA in the Push4Spire initiative at the Run  
Melbourne event in 2015. Two others participated in 
a WOT day event and two more have volunteered to 
help set up the Bendigo group. The group has been 
successful in organising the Manager of SWEP  
(State-wide Equipment Program) to host the meeting 
in August 2015 with presenting to the group.
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After surveying people in the Hume and Southern 
Loddon regions, we had a strong response from the 
SCI community of Shepparton, Bendigo, and Echuca.  
We have agreed to start with Bendigo and progress to 
other Centres from there. 

The initial meeting of the Bendigo group is set for 
September 2015, with members of the Ballarat group 
coming across to share their experiences and help 
start up the new group.

The activities of the Regional Networks are available at 
http://www.spire.org.au/regional-networks. 

Spinal Community Integration Service 
The Spinal Community Integration Service (SCIS) 
has continued to develop as a vital part of supporting 
people after SCI. SCIS offers the support of a  
multidisciplinary team in the formative phase after 
SCI when the person and their family are transitioning 
from Hospital Rehabilitation to the Community.  
Community based interventions include working with 
the person in their own home, with a community 
service provider, in their local community, at their 
workplace or in a recreation facility. AQA Spire  
coordinates the Peer Support component of this 
program providing valuable practical and emotional 
support from the perspective of the lived experience 
in order to assist people build positive expectations of 
life. They help people adjust to new circumstances by 
sharing parts of their life experience and their practical 
expertise. Peer mentors help build a person’s self-
esteem, identity and interpersonal skills and so reduce 
social isolation and anxiety. 

Peer mentors have supported 102 people via SCIS 
across the year, and a total of 347 people since the 
program commenced. 

What’s Out There Days
WOT DAY is about people sharing their lived  
experiences e.g. hobbies, leisure options, travel,  
sport, tips, tricks and more.

WOT days typically start off with a panel discussion, 
where the panel members comprising people living 
with SCI in the community talk about their experiences 
and how they adapted to life post-SCI to patients and 
their families currently going through rehabilitation. 
This is followed by breakouts of smaller group  
discussions, a BBQ lunch and exhibits of adaptive 
equipment, modified vehicles, sport, leisure and hobby 
exhibits of people living with SCI.

•  WOT Days were held at the Royal Talbot  
Rehabilitation Centre in December ’14, April’15  
and August ’15. Information about WOT Days can 
be found on our website at www.spire.org.au

http://www.spire.org.au/regional-networks
http://www.spire.org.au/event/wot-day-dec-2014
http://www.spire.org.au
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ADVOCACY
Australian Spinal Injury Alliance (Spinal Alliance) 
The Spinal Alliance was officially launched 7th  
October 2014 at a function held at the offices of JB 
Were and cohosted by AQA and Independence  
Australia. The Spinal Alliance brings together 8  
state-based SCI organisations in order to leverage their 
expertise and existing communities for the benefit 
of all Australians who have sustained an SCI. The 
Alliance will focus on five key priorities: government 
liaison, advocacy, injury prevention, awareness raising 
and information sharing. The launch shared a vision to 
develop a national strategy that will lay the foundation 
for better outcomes, both social and economic, for all 
Australians who have sustained a spinal cord injury. 
The Spinal Alliance’s approach to the strategy is  
threefold – work with stakeholders, facilitate  
discussion and start to measure and monitor outcomes. 

The Spinal Alliance is now contacting key Govt. 
Health, Research, and Community stakeholders to test 
their interest in becoming involved in progressing a 
National SCI Strategy. 

Spinal Cord Injury Awareness Week (SCIAW)
The Spinal Alliance developed some shared National 
assets to use during SCIAW. The focus of the National 
message was on injury prevention. 

AQA ran a local SCIAW activity an awareness  
installation at Jardin Tan Café – Botanic Gardens, to 
build awareness that Spinal Cord Injury can happen  
to people from all walks of life and with:

• the right supports at the time they’re needed
• an environment built for all abilities 
• and a community that is expecting people with  
SCI to participate 

people with spinal cord injuries are engaged and  
active members in our community, living lives defined 
by so much more than just the wheelchair. 

National Trauma Research Institute (NTRI) Forum
The NTRI is focussed on reducing death and disability, 
and improving the quality of life of people following 
traumatic injury. The NTRI Forum is an initiative  
that combines evidence synthesis with structured 
stakeholder dialogues, tapping into the expertise  
of Australian researchers, clinicians, healthcare  
managers, policy makers and patient representatives 
to address pressing clinical or policy challenges in 
traumatic injuries. For each priority area, the NTRI  
Forum assembles critical information about research 
and practice.  This information is used to inform a 
structured, facilitated stakeholder dialogue that  
harnesses collective problem-solving to determine 
strategies for action.  
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AQA staff participated in various NTRI Forum  
dialogues throughout the year including “Optimising 
Return to Work Following Catastrophic Injury”.  
“Self-Directed funding” “Emerging Approaches for 
Bowel and Bladder Management following SCI”  
“Management of Spasticity following SCI” 

Pathways to Employment 
AQA is one of 189 Australian Disability Enterprises 
across Australia. This year AQA and 16 other  
organisations from this program were identified as 
leading practice in various ways and invited to submit 
a proposal to strengthen employment opportuni-
ties to their target community. Following a recent 
research collaboration with Monash University and 
ISCRR exploring the experience of seeking, gaining 
and maintaining employment after SCI, AQA secured 
a Leading Practice Grant to build the capacity of our 
peer facilitated supports to support people along their 
pathway to employment post SCI.

Initial consultations have begun canvassing key 
resource people to help inform and advise the project. 
As a capacity building grant we expect the project will 
design and deliver tools, materials, enhance database 
design, community engagement and training.  

Australasian Compensation Health Research  
Forum (ACHRF) 
AQA participated at a panel session: ‘Mental health 
and psychosocial factors on recovery outcomes -  
Setting the Research Agenda – what end users have 
to say’ 

The aim of the session was to discuss what people 
with an injury or disability who need support,  
treatment, rehabilitation and care would have to say 
about a research agenda which focuses on “The 
Influence of mental health and psychosocial factors 
on recovery outcomes”. In order to identify issues of 
importance to end-users and how these might  
compare and contrast with those of other participants 
in the compensation system.  
 
Volunteers with specific skills 
Spire is strategically expanding its volunteer program 
to include volunteers with specific skills who could 
support and add value to the activities of Spire.  
To date this includes 3 video journalists and 2 IT/ 
Database development volunteers. Volunteers with 
specific skills are sourced from the general community, 
Spire networks and Post Graduate intern placements.
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Service Management
Capability
Organisational Culture  
and Engagement
We have been preparing for the full roll out of the 
NDIS beyond the trial site in Barwon to the rest of 
Victoria. In doing so, it is the voice of those that  
deliver services, engage with clients, volunteer and 
the wider community that are an invaluable resource 
for shaping how we approach the NDIS as an  
employer of choice. 

In recognising the value of listening to our clients,  
it was equally important to listen to our valued  
employees. As a result, an Employee Opinion / 
Engagement Survey was conducted with Disability 
Support Staff in May/June 2015 and an office based 
staff survey rolled out in late June 2015. 

These surveys touched on topics such as role clarity, 
environment, leadership, internal communication, our 
vision, mission and objectives and most importantly 
what we are doing right and what we can improve 
on. We had a fantastic response from employees, and 
their contribution is being used to shape the Human 
Resource Strategic plan for 2016-2017. 

Central to the proposed Human Resource strategic 
plan is to deliver on our service provider commitments 
through recognising our employees as fundamental to 
our success. As a team we can ensure we deliver a 
tailored high quality service through happy engaged 
and committed employees. 

Our people
A total of 491 staff were employed with AQA as at 
30/6/15. Our office employees and community based 
Disability Support Workers support client services 
throughout Melbourne Metropolitan and country  
Victoria locations.  

Staff Recognition – AGM/Year End Celebration
The 2014 Annual General Meeting and Year End 
Celebration held at the Darebin Arts & Entertainment 
Centre was an opportunity for Directors, members, 
volunteers, clients, staff, family and friends to  
acknowledge and celebrate AQA’s achievements,  
review highlights throughout the year and acknowledge 
staff milestone years of service.  

32 employees were presented with milestone years of 
service awards.

This event was supported by BankVic and we  
gratefully acknowledge their continued support of AQA 
and our staff.
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Volunteers & Supporters
Volunteers and supporters of AQA make a significant 
contribution to the value of our work to improve the 
quality of life of people with disabilities. Over 50 
people have volunteered their time as Spire peer  
mentors supporting people with spinal cord injury in 
the community or contributing to office based  
processes to improve our on-line capacity and build 
on our communication systems.

Supporters have continued to make generous  
donations via our bi-annual mail-out appeal,  
membership renewals, events such as the Run  
Melbourne 2014 and general donations.  

Fundraising is a continual challenge and each year 
we seek to engage people in the outcomes we can 
achieve with the support of our community.  
We greatly appreciate the generosity of both time and 
funds that our volunteers and supporters contribute.

Run Melbourne 2014 
AQA once again participated in the Run Melbourne 
event in July 2014. This is an opportunity to raise 
community awareness of spinal cord injury and raise 
funds to support our information and peer support 
service Spire. Over the last 2 years, with community  
support from the Run Melbourne event we have 
been able to commence our Community Networks 
launched in Ballarat and establish our social media 
and new Spire website.
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Quality, Standards & Continuous 
Improvement
Quality and continuous improvement are fundamental 
to the programs developed at AQA.  Quality Standards 
certification and internal audits are mechanisms to 
deliver a structured review and monitoring of our 
systems and processes.

The National Standards for Disability Services (NSDS) 
certification was successfully achieved in June 2015 
as a requirement of the Department of Social Services 
(DSS). The NSDS is a 3 year certificate that includes 
2 annual reviews and will be renewed again in 2018.

The Department of Human Services Standards 
(DHSS) certification, a requirement of the Department  
of Health & Human Services (DHHS) is a 3 year 
certificate that includes 1 mid-term review due in 
September 2015 and will be renewed again in 2017.

Opportunities for improvement are identified during  
these certifications and reviews and monitored by 
teams for action, completion and implementation 
where required.

Policies & Procedures Review
In line with AQA’s commitment to continuous  
improvement, our policies and procedures were  
reviewed in order to consolidate policies and  
eliminate repetition or redundant processes. This year 
also saw a refresh of AQA’s Privacy Policy to ensure  
it was consistent with the 13 Australian Privacy  
Principles and some subsequent work in developing 
an internal Privacy Policy Compliance Guide, which  
is currently underway.

Various Policies, procedures and documents were 
reviewed, consolidated and updated throughout the 
year across:
Human Resources
Quality Management Systems
Qualcare
Governance

Cert III Disability
Cert III Aged Care
Cert III HACC
Cert III Other (relevant) 
Cert IV Disability
Cert IV Aged Care

Cert IV Other (relevant)
Diploma
Degree – Nursing
Manual Handling
First AID
Bowel & Continence Mgmt

Diversity of Qualifications of Disability Support Workers

Staff Training 
Our community based employees have a variety of 
qualifications, with approximately 47% of DSWs 
holding a cert III, 16% a Cert IV and 4% holding a 
diploma or degree. Below is a graph depicting the 
diversity of qualifications held by our valued and  
committed DSWs:
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Organisational Culture 
and Governance
Nominations & Appointments 
The Nominations & Appointments Committee assists 
the Board periodically reviewing the skills required on 
a well-balanced Board and coordinates the process  
to recruit suitably skilled candidates to the Board’s  
various Committees. In addition the Committee  
facilitates a review of the annual CEO performance 
and underlying contract. 

During the year the Committee recommended the 
appointment of Shane Brand to the Board via the 
Development & Funding Committee. Shane’s  
appointment was confirmed at the AGM. The various 
Committees will continue to provide the pathway for 
new Directors into the future. The Nominations &  
Appointments Committee facilitated the annual  
review of CEO performance and established a clear 
professional development plan.

Finance & Audit
During the 2014/15 financial year we welcomed 
Kistin Gunnis to the committee and the Financial year 
saw the Finance and Audit committee continue to 
deliver capability improvements to support the quality 
of AQA governance. The quality of management  
reporting continues to improve with initiatives  
including reporting against the AQA Liquidity Policy 
(established during FY 13/14), monitoring and  
reporting against the Capital Asset Plan  

(also established during FY 13/14) and the further 
refining of the budget build process that enabled the 
committee to review budget performance in a more 
informative manner. 

Consistent with better practices the committee  
initiated the revaluation of the AQA Office building 
and site that resulted in an increased valuation and a 
strengthening of the balance sheet. The committee  
supported a work shop conducted to plan AQA  
approach to philanthropy in the context of NDS and 
continued to have valuable communication with the 
external audit team and the AQA risk committee. 
The committee acknowledges the excellent support it 
receives from Peter Trethewey and Fiona Gologranc. 
The Committee has a clear work plan in place for the 
next twelve months and looks forward to continuing to 
a make a strong contribution to AQA. 

Development & Funding
Over the past 12 months, the Development & Funding  
Committee has continued to focus on our work plan 
which is directly linked to AQA Strategic Plan.  
To deliver on our work plan, the Committee has met 
on 5 occasions throughout the financial year. Our key 
focus areas include: Spire, Qualcare, People, Funding, 
Governance and Emerging Issues. 
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To ensure there is direct connectivity with our staff 
responsible for delivering on these key areas, the 
Committee has regular representation from the key 
people in Human Resources, Spire and Qualcare. 
This provides a direct link into the organisation and 
provides for greater accountability in the delivery of 
work plans.

Spire
An exciting development in AQA’s history, this financial  
year has seen the successful launch of our Spire 
brand and new webpage. Our webpage is now fully 
interactive and provides members and the general 
public with greater clarity and ease of use when 
searching on-line. This is a significant achievement 
for the team responsible and the Committee  
congratulates all of those involved.

Qualcare
The Development & Funding Committee has had two 
presentations from, the Manager of Qualcare.  
This has provided the Committee with a full outline  
of their development plan and the key activities  
associated with that plan. The Committee has been 
able to provide oversight and reflection on the  
activities themselves and the subsequent reporting  
against them. This has been a significant step  
towards an enhanced understanding of the work  
and the challenges associated with one of our core  
organisational platforms.

People
Our Human Resources Advisor, has presented the 
Committee with key initiatives for improving work 
force engagement including health and wellbeing.  
The Committee has been impressed by the approach 
taken and commends the work undertaken.

Funding
Our progress on the funding strategy at the Committee  
level was progressed to a full briefing of the Board 
as planned. The Board members were committed to 
the strategy and welcomed the opportunity for direct 
engagement. This work will now continue under the 
Spire project as we bring into existence the various 
components. 

Governance 
The latter half of this financial year was devoted to 
improving our governance. The Development &  
Funding Committee took on the responsibility of 
developing and road testing a Committee Performance 
survey. This survey has now been rolled out to all  
of the other committees and will inform our  
understanding of Committee engagement and  
improvement areas. 

We welcomed Steve Mollison on to the committee this 
year as he stepped down from the role of Board Chair. 
I wish to thank all of the Committee members for their 
dedication and contribution throughout the year -  
Mario, Shane, Marty, Penny, Steve and Joe.
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Risk & Compliance
The Risk and Compliance Committee is responsible 
for reviewing all risk and compliance issues facing 
AQA on behalf of the Board. The committee meets 
regularly and is comprised of the Chief Executive 
Office, three Directors and a member with lived SCI 
experience. Over the past 12 months the committee  
has continued to evaluate key risks associated with 
governance, operations, legislative changes, and 
industry changes such as the National Disability 
Insurance Scheme (NDIS) roll-out. 

The committee completed a major privacy audit 
which reviewed AQA’s treatment of personal  
information, privacy policies, internal procedures and 
legislative compliance. As a result of this audit, AQA’s 
privacy policies have been updated to reflect changes 
to privacy legislation ensuring compliance with the 
requirements of the Privacy Act 1988 and the 
Australian Privacy Principles (APPs). 

The committee has a revised work plan in place for 
the next 12 months focusing on major and emerging 
risks and compliance issues, and will continue to play 
a key role in managing risk and compliance within 
the organisation.
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Board of Directors 
Steve Mollison

Appointed: 2009    Attendance Eligible/Actual: 3/6
Specific Role/s: Deputy Chairman

Relevant Qualifications, Skills and Experience
BBus(Marketing), MBA
Joined  the board in 2009. Steve’s career spans roles in marketing, funds administration,
web design and more recently as a technical manager and IT development manager within  
the corporate sector. Interests in strategy and development, particularly in the online space,  
management expertise, technical talent and real world experience as a person living and working with SCI

Colin Daws 

Appointed: 2012    Attendance Eligible/Actual: 6/6
Specific Role/s: Chairman

Relevant Qualifications, Skills and Experience
B.Bus (Acc), FCPA, GIA (Cert) 
Joined the board in July 2012. Colin is COO/Company Secretary of a major research centre.  
He brings over 20 years business management experience and is an FCPA. Colin has  
extensive management experience within service based industries including communications,  
marketing, accounting and investment banking. 
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Penny Callaghan

Appointed: 2012    Attendance Eligible/Actual: 5/6
Specific Role/s: Company Secretary     

Relevant Qualifications, Skills and Experience
B.App.Sc (Phys.) Grad.Cert.Bus.Mgt
Joined the board in July 2012. Penny has over 10 years of clinical experience in 
neurological physiotherapy, both in Australia and overseas. Penny’s passion for this area of  
physiotherapy saw her open her own practice in 2009, Steps Neurological Physiotherapy,  
which specialises in physiotherapy and exercise therapy for people with spinal cord injury and acquired brain injury. 
Penny enjoys the challenge of clinical work as well as running and managing a small business.

Amy Cato 

Appointed: 2013 – Resigned September 2015 Attendance Eligible/Actual: 4/6

Relevant Qualifications, Skills and Experience
Joined the board in April 2013. Amy has over ten years experience in Human Resources 
and Recruitment industries across Management and Company Director roles. She is the  
Public Officer and Secretary for a leading Women’s NFP, Chair of the Corporate Social  
Responsibility Committee for a recruitment firm, as well as volunteering her time with  
numerous Melbourne and International not for profits. Amy has been on AQA’s Risk and  
Compliance committee for six months prior to joining the Board. Amy currently works as a National Account  
Manager for IPA Personnel.
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Michele O’Sullivan 

Appointed: April 2013    Attendance Eligible/Actual: 6/6
Specific Role/s: Convenor, Development & Funding Committee     

Relevant Qualifications, Skills and Experience
Social Work – BSW; Grd Dip Rehab Counselling – Grad Dip Rehab;
Master App Science Innovation and Services Management – Mast App.Sc, ISM.
Joined the board in April 2013.  Michelle has extensive Government experience with roles  
in HR and Corporate Services. She has held a number of roles within the TAC in Victoria  
over her career ranging from claims management to project management and then diversifying into organisational 
development. She played an instrumental role in their relocation to Geelong. 

Michelle has worked in community health and has an interest in the role community has to play in terms of health 
management and engagement. Michelle also has a sound background in industrial relations from both the  
management and union perspectives. Michelle has previously sat on the Board of Impact Support Services and is 
experienced in not-for-profit governance, employee management and State Government compliance. Currently  
Michelle is Principal Organisational Development Consultant at CFA.

David Schreuder 

Appointed: March 2014    Attendance Eligible/Actual: 5/6
Specific Role/s: Convenor, Risk & Compliance Committee

Relevant Qualifications, Skills and Experience
BSc/LLB 
Joined the board in March 2014.  David has ten years legal and compliance experience  
across the private and public sectors both in Australia and overseas. David is currently a  
senior solicitor for the Department of Treasury and Finance and has extensive government  
and commercial experience. David is a member of AQA’s Risk and Compliance Committee and sat on the committee 
for six months prior to joining the Board.
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Greg Schinck 

Appointed: March 2014    Attendance Eligible/Actual: 5/6
Specific Role/s: Treasurer/Convenor, Finance & Audit Committee   

Relevant Qualifications, Skills and Experience
B.Ec (Monash), MBA (AGSM) 
Joined the board in March 2014.  Greg has a background in Investment Banking,  
Economics and Business and is currently the Chief Procurement Officer at CenItex. He has  
served as Chair on the Ombudsman Victoria Audit & Risk Committee and joined the AQA  
Audit and Finance Committee in 2012, providing advice and guidance on finance reporting and audit programs. 
Greg also contributes to the Onemda Association where he is a Board Director. Onemda is an organisation that  
provides support options to adults with an Intellectual Disability. Greg holds a Bachelor of Economics and a Masters 
of Business Administration. 

Shane Brand 

Appointed: July 2014    Attendance Eligible/Actual: 3/6

Relevant Qualifications, Skills and Experience
Joined the board in July 2014.  Shane’s career spans roles in software testing, disability  
consultant to one of the big 4 banks and now Managed Environments and Testing Services.
Interests in cloud computing, wheelchair rugby and real world experience as a person  
living and working with SCI.

Joshua Fisher 

Appointed: July 2015    

Relevant Qualifications, Skills and Experience
BA/LLB (Monash), BA(Hons) (Melb), GradDipLegalPrac
Joined the board in July 2015. Josh is a lawyer specialising in corporate governance, 
takeovers, capital raising and financial services. During the last 10 years, he has had  
extensive experience volunteering with not-for-profit organisations and community legal  
centres. He also sits on AQA’s Risk and Compliance Committee.
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Extract of Financial Statements 
for the year ended 30 June 2015

The following is an extract from the Financial Reports audited by Pitcher Partners which includes the Statement  
of Financial Position at 30 June 2015, Statement of Comprehensive Income, Changes in Equity and Cash Flow 
Statement for the year.
Full Financial Reports including a summary of significant accounting policies, other explanatory notes and  
declaration from Directors and Auditors are located on the AQA website www.aqavic.org.au

Statement of Comprehensive Income for the year ended 30 June 2015 2015 2014

$ $

Revenue and other income

Service revenue 10,441,499 9,861,245

Other revenue 183,875 223,730

Profit on sale of non current assets - 2,717

10,625,374 10,087,692

Less: expenses 

Depreciation expense (38,116) (36,834)

Employee benefits expense (9,636,825) (8,978,723)

Rental expense on operating leases (20,609) (50,679) 

Advertising expense (7,104 ) (5,474) 

Consulting fees (60,436) (70,985)

Interest expense - (20,518)

Other expenses (651,055) (706,742)

(10,414,145) (9,869,955)

Surplus 211,229 217,737 
 - -
Other comprehensive income   

Items that may be reclassified subsequently to profit and loss

Revaluation of land and buildings 463,173 -

Total comprehensive income 674,402 217,737 
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Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2015 2015 2014

$ $

Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 3,781,378 3,342,509 

Receivables 661,248 554,085 

Other assets 34,778 40,239 

Total current assets 4,477,404 3,936,833 

Non-current assets

Plant and equipment 1,594,684 1,150,039 

Total non-current assets 1,594,684 1,150,039 

Total assets 6,072,088 5,086,872

Current liabilities

Payables 384,402 451,286 

Provisions 1,140,703 921,209

Other liabilities 613,608 364,542

Total current liabilities 2,138,713 1,737,037 

Non-current liabilities

Provisions 273,897 358,559 

Other liabilities 12,400 18,600 

Total non-current liabilities 286,297 377,159 

Total liabilities 2,425,010 2,114,196

Net assets 3,647,078 2,972,676 

Equity

Reserves 463,173 -

Retained earnings 3,183,905 2,972,676 

Total equity 3,647,078 2,972,676 
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Statement of Changes in Equity for the year 
ended 30 June 2015

Reserves Retained earnings Total equity

$ $

Balance as at 1 July 2013 - 2,754,939 2,754,939 

Surplus for the year - 217,737 217,737

Total comprehensive income for the year - 217,737 217,737 

Balance as at 30 June 2014 - 2,972,676 2,972,676 

Balance as at 1 July 2014 - 2,972,676 2,972,676 

Surplus for the year - 211,229 211,229

Revaluation of land and buildings 463,173 - 463,173

Total comprehensive income for the year 463,173 211,229 674,402

Balance as at 30 June 2015 463,173 3,183,905 3,647,078 
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